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INTRODUCTION The government objectives in MIL-STL,
499 are: a) the efficient engineering definition

In any undertaking there is always a corn- of a complete system; and b) the efficient
petition for resources. Decisions must be planning and control of the technical program
made for each expenditure of time and money, for the design, development, test, and evalua=
Functional and specialty groups compete for tion of the system. Contractors must provide
the funds necessary to do the best possible a logical sequence of activities and decisions
jobs within their specialty, leading to the definition of the configuration,

No one gets all the money they want and usage and support of the system and technical
each element of a total system, be it man- program for acquiring a system. The defini-
agement or technically oriented, must pre- tions established by systems engineering pro-
pare the best possible argument for their vide the basis for the subfunctions to conduct
position. Dedicated specialist groups are be- their analyses and establish their r_quire-
coming more sophisticated in their approach ments on the system. This is an it.erative
and have given up on the motherhood approach process starting with the conceptual phase and
in favor of hard facts determined from de- extending through the life of the program.

tailed analyses. The subfunctions include but are not limited to
The system safety function is no different the following: Design, Test, System Safety,

from other specialist groups in its need to Reliability, Logistics, Maintainability, Quality,
compete for limited resources. Although man Human Engineering, Configuration Control,
is inherently reluctant to settle for less than Security Engineering, and Value Engineering,
the ultimate in safety, a program manager is Other subfunctions may be added for specific "
sooner or later faced with the decision as to programs.

how safe is safe enough.
The combination of all specialist groups THE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING PROCFSS

inputs into a balanced program is essential, .
The systems engineering process is a method The basic elements of the systems engi-
that defines the system and its functions, neering process are given in Figure 1. De-
integrates the requirements of all of the sub- tailed discussion of each of the systems
functions, sets priorities for funds and time engineering elements are included in MIL-
to carry out the tasks and directs the com- STD-499 and will not be covered here. This
bination of all engineering efforts to corn- paper will address itself to the information

plete the program. By definition the system that system safety requires from systems
safety effort thereby becomes a part of the engineering, and the information that system
systems engineering process, safety provides to other subfunctions of sys-

The term systems engineering has been terns engineering.
used to describe many different things. To MIL-STD-499 requires and defines the
properly respond to the title of this paper, a preparation of the systems engineering plan. ,
baseline description of systems engineering It is recognized that this is essential to the
must be established since system safety is proper planning and control of the systems
one of the subfunctions in the systems engi- engineering program. MIL-STD-882 (3)places ,

neering process, a great emphasis on the system safety plan.
Although many of the elements of systems It requires that one be prepai _ for each

engineering had been applied before, the Air Department of Defense Program. NASA NHB
Force-375(I) series of manuals in 1964 1700.1-Vol. III (5) also specifiedthat a

focused attention to combining these elements system safety plan be prepared for each pro J-
into an engineering discipline. This series ect or program. 1
has now evolvedintoMIL-STD-499 (2), "Sys- The proper preparationand integrationof :

tern Engineering Management," which is taken these two plans is of utmost importance.
as the baseline description of the systems After they are approved by management they :i
engineering process for the purpose of this become the controlling documents for systems
paper, engineering and system safety. It is in the
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system safetyplan thatthe necessarilygen- iteratlveprocess, improving the system as
eral requirements of a specificationor pro- more informationbecomes available.

gram guideare merged withthespecificneeds
of a particularprogram to definetasks and Informationand Data (SeeFigure 9)

responsibilitiesto make a safety program
liveand breathe. Itis obvious thatno work can startuntil

there is some kind of system description.

SYSTEM SAFETY PROGRAM This is the startof the systems engineering

process and one of the most important ere-
System safety has gone through many of ments. The description must be as complete

the same growing pains as systems engl- as the program phase allows; it must be pub-
neering. The need for improved product safety ltshed to all functional elements; it must be

: was recognized and the onlyway toassureit revised as necessary and all subfunctions

. was to considertheentiresystem. The prob- must be kept aware of the revisions.This
lems ofdefinition,purpose,scope,andcharter descriptionmust include the hardware, its

ofsystem safetywere pounded intoshapeuntil intendeduse and the environment inwhich it
• riaereisnow generalacceptanceofthe system isintendedtooperate.

,_ safetydiscipline.MIL-S-38130 was published The initialsystem descriptionallowssys-

_ and later revised to MIL-STD-882. That, tem safetyengineers to start to assemble
combined with the NASA SPD-I (4)and NHB eJ(perienceretentioninformationand datato

! 1700.1 series, provides all of the baseline prepare for the analyses and trade studies
and directionnecessary for a system safety that may be needed. Informationfrom past

program. Vern Grose offers a definition for and current programs can provide the basis

I system safety (6) that illustrates its per- for the initial safety criteria and guidelines

vaslveness with the systems engineering thatshouldbe provided to the systems engl-

process (seeFigure2). neers and designers.Range safetydocuments,
The successfuland cost effectiveimple- government standards and codes and docu-

I mentation of the safetyprogram requires ments such as the Air Force System Gem-
informationto be availableor developed.The mand Handb_)k DH I-6 (7)are sources for
resultsofthe safetyanalysesandotherefforts much of the initialinformationneeded. The

i must flow to other organizationsto become experience retentiondata accumulated by
useful.Figures 3-8 show a simplifiedflowof other subfunctionsshouldalsobe made avail-

a typicalsystem safetyprogram. The sections able In a data center to avoid duplicationof
| thatfollowwilldiscussthisflowofInforma- materials. Reliability,maintainabilityand

, tlon,how itisused by system safetyand how human factorsexperience data must also be :

the rest of the systems engineeringsubfunc- consideredby system safety.
tionsare affected. Preliminary system safetyrequirements

The basic tasks of any system safety pro- can be established from this initial data. For ?
gram can be grouped into four basic headings: example, ordnance design requirements are
1) the assembly of information and data; well established and can often be taken

• 2) the analysis of that information and data to directly from past programs. 1he use of
determine the hazards to the system and the fuels and propellants may require lga,,rlon
probability of the hazards resulting in accl- proofIng or explosion proof equipments.
dents; 3) the establishment of preventive Nuclear power sources require specialshield-
measures through requlrementsandstsndards; Ing and handling. These and many other
and 4) a follow-up activity that assures the obvious requirements are provided to systems
requirements and standards are included in engineering to be included in the systems '_
the design and operation of the syt,_em and requirements. It is else advisable to start s
that they are adequate. Ideally, the tasks system safety requirements document thatcan

should be started at the conceptual phase and be used as a checklist during design reviews,
upgraded throughout the life cycle, through an flight readiness reviews and audits.

i "
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System Safety Analyses (See Figure I0) requirements that must be imposed on the
system to make tt safe enough.

The systems engineering Inputs given on The system description, functional flows
Figure 9 must be available to allow a ecru- and rime line analyses provide the basis for
plete and effective safety analysis. The sys- the system safety analyst to identify the
tern description, functional flows and time hazardous elements and conditions inherent
line analysis must be current and controlled in the system. The information may be aria-
by configuration control to assure that all

lyzed, using a tabular format such as the
subfunettons of systems engineering are con- Preliminary Hazard Analysis or the logic
slderlng the same system, network format of the fault tree analysis, if

The system safety analyses must: a) iden- the output required is qualitative, which is
tlfy the hazardous elements, hazardous con- usually the ease in early program phases,
dttlons and potential accidents that could the time line data, functional flows and hard-
occur; b) determine their potential effects on

ware descriptions are adequate. If a complete
the system; c) determine the probability of risk evaluation is to be made and a numerical

their occurrence (qualitative or quantitative); requirement for safety is Imposed in the sys-
and d) provide adequate detail to direct the tern, more definitive design data is required. "
corrective action necessary to control the This Information often is provided by relta-
hazards to an acceptable level, biltty specialists. The failure mode and effect

Mission goals and objectives must be con- analysis contains most of the information
slder'ed in the emphasis given to system

i needed. Care must be taken to consider the
safety.A much higherrisk may have to be Failure Modes and EffectsAnalysis(FMEA)

takenIna weapons system witha highprlority resultsfrom a safetyviewpoint which can

• for early use than would be acceptable on a have a different criticality than the effect on
i_ manned space station.The system safety reliability.

function, along with others in the systems
engineeringprocess, must identifylevelsas- Hazard Identification

soctated with trades against cost, weight,functional capabilities, and other system con- Experience retention, in the form of data
stralnts, taken from previous programs and personal

i The system requirements of other sub= experience ofquallfiedsystem safetyperson=

i functionsmust be known to system safety nel,providesthe basisfor theinitialidentifi-

engineers so they can be considered in the cationof hazardous elements and conditions.

safetyanalyses.More will be said of re= High energy levels,hazardous environments,
quirements later.The reliabllity,maintain- toxicgases,and structuralproblems aresome

ability,logistics,and functionaldesign re- of the firstconsiderations.The type of fuel

qulrements may conflict with the safety to be used dictatesthe Ignitionproofingre=

requirements.The safetyanalysesmust show qulrements thatmust be imposed. The use of

any conflictand provide enbugh detailtoan- explosives 'requiresmany well established "

ablecorrectiveactiontobe taken, requirementstobe imposed.

System safetyhas been critlzedfora great The environmentthe system Isintendedto

proliferationof analyses.As many as thirty- operate In dictatesre_Jlrement_for adequate "
fivedifferentanalyseshave been listed.Some oxygen,thermalprotection,shock or acceler-

efforthas been expended inattemptstOstand- atlonlimits,etc.Safetyfactorsfor pressure

ardlze on several specified analyses with vessels and basic structures must be estab-
little success. Standardization of an analysis ltshed with proper consideration for the func-
method is not the proper approach at this tlonal use of the equipment. For instance,
time. Specification of an output resulting from the Safety factors for pressure vessels on
a credible artalysis is appropriate. Some out- uhmarmed systems can be much less than for
puts of system safety analyses are shown on manned systt,ns. However, care must be

Figure I0. The main inputs supplied to the ' taken to be sure that such tanks are not
systems engineering process are the rafety pressurized when personnel are 'maintaining
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the system or checking it out for launch. The category, and the recommended preventive
Identification of hazards continues throughout measure to control the hazard.
the entire safety program. As more Is learned

about the system, additional hazards become Probability of Occurrence
apparent. All hazardous elements and condi-
tions should be recorded and action taken to

The amount of resources that will be ap-
control them to prevent accidents, piled in preventive measures depends not

only on the potential eff_'ct, but also on Its
Hazard Potential Effect probability of occurrence. An excellent ex-

ample of this is the potential of meteorite
The emphasis given to the control of damage to spacecraft. The effect of a mete-

hazardous elements Is dependent on thepoten- ortte hit would be catastrophic. However, the
ttal effect or accident that could occur ff con- probability of significant hits is so small thatD

trol of the hazardous element is lost. This resources have been diverted from meteorite

part of the analysis looks at all possible ways protection to more effective areas in the
an accident could occur. The probability of spacecraft.
the event occurring will be considered later. There are two methods of determining the

" There are two ways this part of the analysis probability of occurrence of accidents. The
i may be conducted. The analysis may start at qualitative approach such as probable, pos-

the part level and continue through the sub- sible or improbable can be used. This ap-

system and consider the system as a whole, proach is very subjective and must be based on
The analysis can also start as a top down empirical data, experience retention or just
analysis, such as the fault tree analysis, plain engineering Judgment. It is used on most
which starts with an undesired event, and safety programs today. The quantitative ap-
then goes down through all series of events proach uses the best failure, and statistical
that could occur to yield the undesired event, data to determine more accurate probabilities
Single thread failure analyses are helpful but of an event occurring. A method of using
multiple failures must be considered to make FMEA data in a Fault Hazard Analysis pro-
the analyses complete. A fuel leak may in- vides some degree of quantification. The
crease the hazard !*_vel but a catastrophic most thorough method is the Fault Tree
event may not occur without an ignition Analysis which is used on weapons systems
source. In the case of hypergolic fuels, two such as Minuteman and the Short Range At-
leaks may be necessary, tack Missile (SRAM) where the undesired

The potential effect may be categorized as event is so serious that a numerical limit is
" catastrophic, critical, marginal, or negligible imposed by the customer. The Fault Tree

as is required by MIL-STD-882 and NASA Analyses may be used for either qualitative
NHB 1700.1. This grouping enables increased or quanitative analyses. It has been described

• emphasis to be given tO the worst category, in numerous papers (9, I0, II) and is docu- i

However, all of the hazards and their poten- mented in D2-I13072-2, (12) "System Safety !tlal effect should be listed and provided to Analytical Technology- Fault Tree Analy- i

' systems engineering. This data is essential sis."
and must be considered during trade-off i

studies. Also, each of the items listed should Corrective Action

be closed out to show what preventive actions _have been taken to prevent an accident from The output of system safety analyses is
| occurring. The hazard analysis format estsb- shown on Figure 10. Each of them are of lm-

i llshed in D2-113072-1, (8) "System Safety portance to systems engineering. Some of
Analytical Technology- Preliminary Hazard them such as inputs to trade stt,_'es and
Analysis," provides for the tabulation and critical systems lists can be uses .rectly.

| recording of the identification of the hazard, The safety requirements that result from the
subsystems involved, the potential effect, the analysis will be covered later. The systems
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engineering approach provides the way for program. The system safety design require-
the system safety input to be integrated into merits document provides an excellent base-
the mainstream engineering effort and to line for safety review. The design can easily
cause the implementation of the corrective be reviewed against the requirements and
action that is necessary to assure a safe extra emphasis can be given to looking for
system, weak points tn the safety program. System

safety sign-off should be required at all such

Safety Requirements (See Figure 11) reviews.

The _ystems engineering process defines Drawing Reviews
the system and then establishes the require-
ments for what must be included in thesystem System safety requirements should indi-
design and operation. The system safety re- care which drawings require safety review
quirements initiated from experience reten- and sign-off. In some programs all drawt,_gs
tion data are upgraded as more information is must be signed off by safety. In less hazard-
obtained from the above analyses. As men- ous programs only those items that are

tioned earlier, they also include appropriate termed critical to safety receive such sign-
standards and guidelines developed for other off. Again the control inherent in the systems
programs. When combined into a single docu- engineering process provide the means for
ment they are readily available to all levels system safety to carry out its function.
of the contractor and customer organizations.

: The requirements document should be dividedi Configuration Control
t into design requirements and operational re-

quirements. Design requirements include the It is not enough to prove that the initial
systems requirements and more specific re- design is safe. As stated earlier, all sub..
quirements for each of the subsystems tom- functions of systems engineering must be
ponents and parts. Operating requirements aware of all changes to the system. This is
specify what must be included in procedures especially true of system safety. Some of the
to enable the as-designed system to operate worst accidents in past programs have been
safely, caused by lack of safety considerations of

changes to the system. This includes changes
System Safety Assurance (See Figure 12) to operating procedures as well as design

changes. System safety should have the same
System safety assurance is used by this sign-off responsibility on changes as it does

, writer to include all of the safety effort ex- on design reviews. Here again the s,,stems
pended to assure that the design and operst- engineering change control provides the means
lng safety requirements are included In the for system safety to "work within the system"
system and that they are adequate. Figure 12 to carry out its functional responsibilities.
lists the activities involved. The systems
engineering process control of the technical
program includes reviews, trade studies, SUMMARY
change control, and audits. System safety
must participate in these activities to assure The primary purpose of systems engineer-
that safety is included in the design and op- Ing is to assure the optimum allocation of
eratlon of the system, resources to achieve mission objectives. Con-

sequently, the entire system safety program

Program and Design Reviews is aimed at achieving the safest system pos-
sible within program constraints and to further

_ The entire series of program and design assure that this safety level is adequate. A

reviews provide an excellent opportunity for decision of a program manager that a system
system safety to follow-up on the safety is safe enough is a difficult one at best. To
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the extent that the system safety program Rail Transit Conference, San Fran-
can contribute toward that decision withmean- cisco, California, 13-16 April 1971,
ingful data, effective program controls and p. 2,
credible measurements of results, system (7) Air Force Systems Command Handbook
safety activities will be able to demonstrate DH 1-6, "System Safety."
their value and successfully compete for the (8) Boeing Document D2-I13072-1, "System
limited resources that any program has. Safety Analytical Technology - Pre-

liminary Hazard Analysis." (Available
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